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ABSTRACT 

Food cover or tudung saji is widely used in this world especially in Asian country. 

There are a lot of creative designs of the food cover that comply with its function, 

which is solely to cover food. Nowadays, one design that catches the attention of 

people is the stackable food cover, where users could save up a lot of spaces on the 

table, despite having to keep a lot of food. This project is created to make little 

advancement to the existing food cover which is the stackable food cover. The main 

idea is to combine the food cover with food warmer such as microwave or oven, so 

that the food will stay warm throughout the day. To make sure that this project is 

being carried out successfully, an engineering calculation and analysis will be done 

along the way.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

 In this new era, a lot of new machines have been invented to help human 

beings in making things easier and quick. To keep up with these modernizations in 

technologies, an idea is created which then will be introduced through this proposal. 

The main idea of this project is to combine the function of food cover with the 

function of food warmer. As we all know, food cover and food warmer have been 

used almost in every country in this world. For food cover, it comes in different types 

of appearances, shapes and sizes [1], [2]. Usually, the food cover is produced in 

moderate to big sizes so that it can keep big amount of food under its cover on the 

dining table. The effect of having big size is that sometimes the food cover takes too 

many spaces on the dining table. In other situation, if the users were to keep their 

remaining food under the food cover, it is easy for it to become cold and soon become 

stale, as the food cover only functions to keep the flies away. Here comes the use of 

the food warmer. Users can heat up their food in any type of those appliances such as 

microwave, but they have to put the food into suitable container or plates, and then 

wait for a few minutes for the food to heat up. These are procedures to go through.  

 Thus the idea of making this project is created. The main purpose of this 

project is to design a multi-purpose food cover based on the existing product, which is 

stackable food cover and food warmer just like microwave. The stackable food cover 

is improvised by adding halogen bulb and a mini fan. Just like the function of 

microwave, halogen bulb will work as the element to produce enough heat to warm up 

the food meanwhile the mini fan will help the heat to transfer equally to the whole 

area in the food cover. If the product is successfully invented, not only it can save up 

spaces, it can also ensure that the food stays warm. To conclude, this multi-purpose 

food cover will make our life easier and will be a great helper to its users.  

 

  


